Please use these templates and incorporate your information.
CME/CE COMPLIANCE SLIDE INSTRUCTIONS

If you will be using Power Point slides for your presentation, please insert the slides shown below.

If you will not use slides for your presentation, the following information should be verbally conveyed to participants before you begin.

- Title slide with Author(s)/Presenter(s) name and affiliation
- Disclosures (sequence: after title slide)
- Learning objectives (sequence: following the disclosure slide)
- How to earn credit (should be placed at the end of the slide deck)

These slides must be included in your presentation.

Remove this slide from final presentation
Activity Title

Mary Smith, MD
Associate Professor, USA Health Center, USA
DISCLOSURES

If no financial conflict exists: [Name of Presenter(s)] [has/have] no financial conflict(s) of interest relevant to this activity.

If a financial conflict exists, describe the conflict (each conflicted presenter needs an individual statement):

[Name of Presenter] [has] disclosed the following financial conflicts of interests
  • Grant/research support from: (company name); Speaker’s Bureau: (company name); Advisory Board: (company name)

If no non-financial conflict exists: [Name of Presenter(s)] [has/have] no non-financial conflicts of interest relevant to this activity.

If a non-financial conflict exists, describe the conflict (each conflicted presenter needs an individual statement):

Presenter(s) has disclosed the following non-financial conflicts of interest
  • Employed by (name) and receives a salary; Sits on the board of (organization name)

This continuing education activity is managed by The Firm, Inc. in cooperation with ACRM. The Firm, Inc., ACRM, and all accrediting organization do not support or endorse any product or service mentioned in this activity. The Firm, Inc. and ACRM staff have no financial or non-financial conflicts of interest to disclose.
LEARNING OBJECTIVES

At the conclusion of this activity, the participant will be able to:

1. <fill in>
2. <fill in>
3. <fill in>
4. <fill in>
5. <fill in>
OBTAINING CME/CEU CREDIT

Credit is only given to attendees who:

• Successfully complete the entire course/session.
• Evaluate the course – by completing an online survey.
• After you have completed the session evaluations and post-tests, and evaluate the overall program, you will be able to download your certificate from your task page.

The evaluation will close 30 days after the end of the enduring activity.
YOUR PRESENTATION BEGINS HERE

• Insert your presentation slides after slide 6.
• The last 3 slides of this template should be added after your presentation slides.
• Remove this slide from final presentation
RESEARCH TO PRACTICE FASTER